Before we find out what happens to the course of the cryptology after fork, let's take a look at what users get after they branch out.

Owners of the main crypto that is forked receive at this point a number of new tokens equal to what they had before the branching. For example, during the Bitcoin Fork and Bitcoin Cash creation, those who owned five Bitcoins received an additional five Bitcoin Cash.

Thus, their capital increased. It turns out that for the holders of crypt-currency the appearance of forks is a profitable process.

Knowing this and tracking the dates of forks, investors begin to buy the underlying asset, which leads to the growth of this crypt currency. If we look at the rate of the crypt currency, the bitcoin chart, we will see that the price was rising before the fork. It also rose in August - the month when there was a branching out.

After Bitcoin Cash was launched, its price fell compared to the level of the beginning of trading. This is because users sell part of the new coins in order to fix profits and increase capital in the account.
Paying attention to the exchange rate of cryptocurrency (BCH/USD chart) on the Coinbase exchange, we see that in the first weeks it fell, and only then there were 14 days of upward correction. The BCH/USD is now much lower than it was in 2017. And the reason for this is not only the sale of tokens, but also the general decline in the market compared to that period bitcoin trading platform Canada.

Crypt currency: chart of the BCH/USD pair.

Thus, most of the new cryptos have originated from forks. As for the branching of the Bitcoin network, apart from Bitcoin Cash, another Bitcoin Gold was created. Crypto Stellar, for example, is fork Ripple, and Dogecoin appeared as a result of a branch from Litecoin.

For the market, fork is an opportunity to create new, technically more advanced digital coins. For investors and users it is also an opportunity to choose from a variety of tokens that are suitable for their purposes.

Is it possible to earn on forks crypto? Yes, by tracking the schedule of such branches. At fork, as we have already found out, new tokens appear on the account of the holder of the crypt currency. By selling them, he can increase his own capital.

At the same time, the price of the fork itself may fall to its fair value after the start of trading, and the base crypt currency, the rate of which rises before the fork, may be slightly adjusted later.